The Frog: The Frog is cursor controlled: dies if it gets hit by a car/truck: sinks in the water: celebrates game over when it reaches the Grotto (end of level)
**The Truck:** Trucks moves from left to right: it erases itself at the end of the street.

**The Street:** The Street is only a background.
**The Ground:** The Ground is only a background.

**The Tunnel:** Generates trucks every one second with a 50% chance.
**The River:** The River is only a background.

**The Log:** Transports Frogs; moves from right to left; disappears at the end of the River.
**The Log Generator:** Generates Logs once every second with a 50% chance.

**The Turtle:** Transports Frogs; moves from left to right; disappears at the end of the River.
**Turtle Generator:** Generates Turtles every one second with a 50% chance.

**The Grotto:** The Grotto is only a background.